




BURGER  With  28  different
parts  BURGER  is  another  of
those smallish German systems
from, most probably, just after
WW2. It was mentioned, with
a few details, in 15/412 & 17/
466, and now a set is to hand.
It  is  well  used  but  complete,
and thought to be the only size
ever  produced.  Nothing  is
known of the manufacturer or
any exact dates. Some of the
parts  look  similar  to  STABIL,
and  other  similarities  are  the
hole pitch & the use of Screwed Rods as axles. But there are
differences, 14h long parts for instance, and Flat Girders, not
often seen in small systems.

The  box measures 34½*19¾*3cm and the lid is shown
above.  The  small  print  is  as  on  the  manual  below,  and
translates as 'With 140 parts as well as 100 bolts & 150 nuts.
The basis for independent technical  thinking. Stimulating for
young & old, instructive and interesting.' Stapled into the base
are 3 trays, one along the top, and one, about the size of the
Flanged Plate, at each end. The
N&B  are  in  2  light  brown,
moulded  cardboard  boxes,  5*
5*1¾cm. The 140 parts include
57  Strips,  12  A/Gs,  6  Flat
Girders,  2  each  of  Flanged  &
Perf. Plates, 32x 2h Brackets, 8
Pulleys, and 2 Wheel Discs.

Representative  parts  are
shown across the bottom of the
page. The holes are at 12.5mm
pitch; most are 4.2mm Ø, with
a few 4.1, and the round hole in
the A/B is 4.0mm. The  thread
is M4. The  ends of  Brackets &
3-7h  Strips  are  near  fully-
rounded, while those of  longer
Strips are large-radiused. All the
corners of the other parts have
small  radii,  very  small  for  the
Plates.  Strips are  .8mm  thick,
rather too thin for the long ones,
while  the  Plates are  twice  that
thickness.

Finish The parts are accurate-
ly made but some burr is present,
particularly in the holes & ends
of the Strips. The paint finish is
average but  has  survived quite
well. The red & green parts are
all  the  same  shade  but  the
others vary a little, witness the
Plates & Flat Girder in the photo.
The  Strips  are  in  3  shades  of
blue depending on length: as in
the  photo,  slightly  lighter,  and
nearer to royal blue.

Notes on the individual
parts follow with quantities in
curly  brackets.  Strips,  3,5,7,
11,14,25h,  12.6-12.7mm wide
{4,16,9,8,8,12}.  A/Gs,  11,14,
25h, 13½*14mm section with
8½mm slots in the longer arm
{4,4,4}.  Flat  Girders,  5,9,
11h,  26½mm  wide  {2,2,2}.
Flat Bracket, 28mm long o/a
with  8½mm  slot  {8}.  A/B,
12½*17mm,  made  from  the
Flat  Bracket  {24}.  5*11h
Flanged  Plate with  round

holes in one flange and 8½mm slots in the other - this feature
can be seen in the manual models {2}. 3*7h  Perf. Plate -
those in the Set were very slightly too big to fit into the cutout
in the Flanged Plates {2}. 26, 37mm Ø Pulleys, 4, 5mm wide
with 3.1, 3.8mm Ø face holes, the latter at standard pitch but
not quite large enough to take a Bolt or Screwed Rod {4,4}.
37½mm Ø Wheel Disc {2}. 3½,5,9cm plain steel  Screwed
Rods {2,4,8 - the Inventory in the manual has 4 each of 9 &
13cm}. The nickeled, flat Hook is 32½mm long o/a. The N&B

are  plain  steel  with  6.9mm Ø
RH  Bolts,  8mm  u/h,  and
pressed hex  Nuts,  7.2mm A/F
& 2.8mm thick {150,100}. The
Spanner,  again plain steel,  is
95mm long  {2}.  The  Screw-
driver,  112mm long,  is  made
of 4.4mm Ø dark grey wire {1}.

The  manual has  12  un-
numbered  pages,  including
covers,  208*148mm,  and  its
front  is shown left.  p2 has an
Intro and included in it  is  'No
linking  or  add-on  sets  are
needed'.  p12  has  the  Set
Contents.  The  other  pages
show  10  models  from  Hand+
wagen  on  p3  to  Seilbahn+
station (the model on the cover
& box lid) on p11. There is one
line drawing for each, and most
are  rather  disappointing,  with
simple  Bridges,  Cranes,  etc
which, apart from a Rail Bridge,
don't  use  anything  like  the
number of parts in the Set, and
in  the  main  don't  look  very
attractive.  Even  the  best
model, the Seilbahnstation, is a
bit  odd in  that  the headroom
on  the  stairs  at  the  first
landing is  very limited.  The 2
models  shown  left  (at  about
50% of  the  original  size)  are
typical of the 'better' ones. The
boxes  on  the  Trailer  are  like
those for the N&B.
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